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The Lincoln Assignment (Canyon O'Grady) [Jon Sharpe] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Canyon O'Grady is bedded and bloodied, respectively, by a sexy spitfire and three cold-blooded killers who are
out to change the course of American history by detouring Abe Lincoln's presidential campaign to the graveyard.

William Kelly , because there have been dozens of novelists with the same name over the past 50 years. I
decided to take the plunge. First, Pepperoni Hero is his real name. The first name is from a drunken father and
the last name was historically truncated from Heropoulus by a Greek immigrant ancestor, yet his friends call
him Pep or Pepper. The novel is a low-rent tribute okay, rip-off to John D. At times, its difficult to tell if this
book is outright parody, fan fiction or just an earnest - but inferior- cover band. This page paperback is one
long flashback with Pep recounting his life story to the reader. Some of the stories he tells about his checkered
past are very compelling, but I kept wondering when the novel was going to start. Then, all of a sudden, I
realized that one of those old war stories was, in fact, the plot of the novel. The plot deals with Pep helping an
old Vietnam War buddy who wants Pep to use his superior poker skills to clean out his wealthy
brother-in-law. This turns into a murder plot with an impotent bad guy involved in sexual torture, homemade
porno movies, and blackmail. Meanwhile, Pep gets laid a lot. Kelly is actually a pretty good writer but his
plotting is an abomination. He does seem to know his way around the neighborhoods and norms of Chicago.
The action scenes are well-described, and Pep is a credible badass. The sex scenes, and there are many, are
plenty graphic. Finally, the author gives Pep an eight-inch dong - consistent with the league minimum for
numbered s paperbacks. Despite these mitigating factors, the bottom line is that no one in his right mind would
ever recommend this mess of a novel to you for anything other than the novelty of the cover. By all means,
buy it and display it proudly. Only one of us should have to endure this mess of a paperback.
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